
Joints
Fracture without displacement



Joints may have any attitude; some joints are 
vertical other are horizontal, and many are 
inclined at various angles.



Joint set: consists of a group of more or less 
parallel joints.

Joint system: consists of two or more joint sets 
or any group of joints with a characteristic 
pattern.













Classification of Joints

B. Geometrical classification:

1. Strike joint,

2. Dip joint,

3. Oblique or diagonal joint,

4. Bedding joint.



Other Attributes of Rock Joints

Joint aperture refers to 

the spacing between 

opposing faces of the 

same joint 



C. Genetic classification



C. Genetic classification







• Systematic joints on a 1600 foot high exposure of the Navajo 
Sandstone near Hildale, Utah.  Joint spacings are between 85 
and 125 feet. 



– Causes of joints

• unloading or sheeting effects (see weathering)

• compression forces----example of 90 degree jointing



Photo of 90 degree jointing



• stresses in a cooling magma—hexagonal or columnar 
jointing



best example of igneous jointing

is Devil’s Tower, Wyoming







• Schematic block diagram showing observed variables in 
spacing of primary systematic regional joints.  Note how the 
spacing between joints decreases with decreasing bed 
thickness, likely due to variances in layer stiffness.



Intensity of joints

• Joint intensity refers to how 
numerous joints are; e.g. the 
physical separation, or, 
spacing, between adjacent 
joints

• The stiffness of a rock mass
depends on the stiffness of 
the rock fabric AND the joint 
intensity, aperture, and 
infilling.  



Mineral Halos and 
“healed joints”

• Groundwater 
preferentially flows 
through joints in rock

• The chemistry of that 
groundwater determines 
whether the joints 
experienced solutioning or 
infilling.

• This shows a healed joint 
with mineralization halos 



Joint Control

• Most cliffs are joint 
controlled, by one, two, or 
three sets of primary 
regional systematic joints.  

• Note dilation of joints seen 
here

• These joints are often open 
behind the cliff face, as 
shown here (Coconino 
Sandstone beneath 
Monument Point, North Rim 
of the Grand Canyon)



• A common problem with mapping discontinuities exposed in outcrops are 
secondary fractures that tend to parallel the valley side, known as valley-side 
joints.  These joints are not often visible and are, generally, the most deadly 
features.   


